
MASTER THESIS TRANSPORTATION DESIGN INC

18th editionâ€‹ - The Master course in Transportation Design offers people with a great passion for cars the chance to
engage strongly in car design techniques.

They are called on to envision progressive transportation concepts that fit a future scenario where cars are no
more the unrivaled player. The blending of his western point of view with the Japanese origins and values of
the brands creates interesting and surprising processes and outcomes. The program analyses the technical,
aerodynamic, practical and cultural issues that gave the automobile the actual shape, relating this to different
design approaches. He previously worked at Bertone, JAC and Pininfarina and had several collaborations as a
teacher with design schools and universities. Download brochure Features The Master programme embraces
the entire design development process by researching into new experiential concepts, redefining architectural
solutions and moving forward with new criteria for comfort and efficiency. Project Management Introduction
to car interior project management with the aim of establishing the design path for the months to follow.
Projects are subject to group critiques and critiques with outsider reviewers. Another important goal is to train
designers able to deal with problem setting and problem solving. The integration among man, transport, urban
infrastructure and digital technologies is deeply investigated as this new scenario is marking a dramatic
evolution in the profession. Supreeth Fasano Supreeth Fasano The passion for understanding how and why a
product is commercially more powerful and famous than another of the same type led him to study Marketing
and Communication. He works in collaboration with several design studios, in Italy and abroad. The course
covers the study of trends and the creation of new sensorial palettes that are able to influence the consumer
demand relying not only on functional qualities but also on a strong emotional identity. Participants are tasked
with complex themes, related to both car and transportation design at large. What is a Master in Transportation
Design? Maya Thanks to its versatility and efficacy, this tool enables designers to express a style which is
objective and meets dimensional requirements. The course provides students with the capacity to produce
convincing visual supports using digital media in order to achieve a higher photorealistic level of rendering for
greater aesthetic impact. Students can occupy positions within major automobile manufacturing companies,
design firms, public safety organizations, and aviation corporations. Often, a Master in Transportation Design
includes an internship component where students work on real-world projects and gain critical career
experience. Projects are subject to group critiques and critiques with tutors and outside reviewers, thanks to
the close collaboration with leading industrial partners. Consultant design offices can be as small as one
person -- an office of people is considered relatively large -- and the largest might employ or more. As
freelance he collaborates with clients such as Enel Energia and Ferrero.


